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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Dear Editor,  Thank you for giving me the opportunity to review this article. Here are my comments.  

Abstract: -ACRS acronym not defined -Conclusion of the abstract should indicate clinical, i.e. 

health-related impact of these findings.  Introduction:  -ACRS acronym again not defined. -AWR 

acronym not defined. -DRG acronym not defined.  Results:  -CRD acronym not defined. -No 

attempts were made to quantify immunofluorescence results. -PFC acronym not defined  Discussion 

-5HT used here, previously serotonin. Terminology should be uniform throughout the manuscript. 

-Discussion should end with a conclusion that indicates clinical, i.e. health-related implications of 

these findings.  Methods -Quantification of immunofluorescence analysis is lacking. -Here a number 

of acronyms are explained, but they should be explained in the manuscript at the first mention, not in 

the end of the manuscript. -It is unclear how many rats were used in the study – this should be 

clearly indicated for each study group. -SEM is “standard error of the mean”, not standard error 

medium.  -Section about immunofluorescence should indicate four brain areas that were stained. -It 

would be good if the authors can indicate why these four brain areas were chosen for analysis.  

Figures All figure legend showing immunofluorescence should indicate magnification. Larger images 

should be provided – it is difficult to discern details in images 2-4. All acronyms used in images need 

to be explained in the figure legends.   General comments:  -Language editing is highly 

recommended. There are numerous grammar mistakes throughout the manuscript. Readability of the 
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manuscript should be significantly improved. Often it is unclear what exactly the authors wanted to 

write. -Results should be written in past tense, not in present tense. 
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